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Kitewing Product developement of the new carbon frame and 6.0 wingsail 
are the big news.


The 6.0 Pro: The 6.0 sail is a high aspect sail designed to fit the same 
boom as the 3.0 and 4.6. 


The 6.0 is a 5.755 sq meter sail that flies like a much bigger sail. I failed to 
check my math last year. I sailed the 6.0 all season thinking it was a much 
bigger wing based on performance. This past week we re checked the 
surface area of the sail. Imagine my chagrin!


Finally Kitewing has found a big wing which can fly its own weight at slow 
speeds in very light air. My proto type is lighter, sails at slower speeds than 
the standard 5.5 or 7.0 wings.


The 6.0 is light enough to carry when it is not flying and easy to promote 
because it can fly at such low speeds. In other words, you can skate at an 
easy pace with no wind at all and the 6.0 will fly along over your head 
while you push it, like rolling a hoop, in the velocity you create from 
forward motion.


New with my own proto type 6.0 are two piece front tubes and a two piece 
boom. The 6.0 wing rolls up and stows with its frame in a shorter package. 


All carbon frames: The all new carbon booms and front tubes are a test 
market offering available in limited quantity. The two piece booms are 
lighter than older aluminum booms. The system allows Kitewing to ship 
parts in shorter packages thereby saving shippping costs as well as 
providing the potential for a modular parts system so one boom and frame 
may be modified for use with two or more sails. 


Two piece front tubes are a bit heavier than one piece front tubes. The 
extra weight is justified by a flexible parts system which can be modified 
readily for use with different sails. 


We continue to develope the product based on your input. I hope folks 
enjoy the new Kitewings available. 
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